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CREATOR pro:[RAK47X-8711] Use Ultrasonic Distance

Measurement

1.Required materials (hardware, tools)

 CREATOR pro x 1
 HC-SR04 Ultrasonic x 1
 Dropping resistor

2.Introduction to CREATOR pro

CREATOR pro is a programmable platform for developing all kind of IoT
applications. CREATOR pro is equiped with various peripheral interfaces, including
Wifi, GPIO, I2C, UART, SPI, PWM, ADC. Through these interfaces, CREATOR pro can
connect with electronic components such as LED, switches, manometer, hygrometer,
PM2.5 dust sensors, ...etc.

The collected data can be uploaded via WiFi, and be utilized by applications on
smart devices to realize IoT implementation.

CREATOR pro and Arduino Uno have similar size,and the pins on CREATOR pro
are compatible with Arduino Uno.

CREATOR pro uses Micro USB to supply power, which is common in many smart
devices.

Currently, CREATOR pro currently supports Windows XP/7/8/8.1/10 32 and 64
bits and MAC OS operating systems. In this example, please use Arduino IDE with
version 1.6.7 or later.
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3.Example details

3.1. HC-SR04 Introduction

C-SR04 is a module that uses ultrasound to measure the distance. It looks like a
pair of eyes in its appearance, therefore it's often installed onto robot-vehicle or
mechanical bugs to be their eyes.

The way it works is that first we "toggle high" the TRIG pin (that is to pull high
then pull low). The HC-SR04 would send eight 40kHz sound wave signal, and pull high
the ECHO pin. When the sound wave returns back, it pull low the ECHO pin.

Assume the velocity of sound is 340 m/s, the time it takes for the sound to
advance 1 cm in the air is 340*100*10^-6 = 29 us。

The sound wave actually travels twice the distance between HC-SR04 and the
object, therefore the distance can be calculated by (time/29) / 2 = time / 58

3.2Control HC-SR04

The working voltage of HC-SR04 is 5V. When we pull high the ECHO pin to 5V, the
voltage might cause damage to the GPIO pin of CREATOR pro. To avoid this situation,
we need to drop the voltage as follows:
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Next, open the sample code in "File" -> "Examples" -> "AmebaGPIO" ->
"HCSR04Ultrasonic"
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Compile and upload to CREATOR pro, then press the reset button. Open the Serial
Monitor, the calculated result is output to serial monitor every 2 seconds.

4.Code Reference

Before the measurement starts, we need to pull high the TRIG pin for 10us and
then pull low. By doing this, we are telling the HC-SR04 that we are about to start the
measurement:

digitalWrite(trigger_pin, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(10);
digitalWrite(trigger_pin, LOW);

Use pulseIn to measure the time when the ECHO pin is pulled high.
duration = pulseIn (echo_pin, HIGH);

Use the formula to calculate the distance.
distance = duration / 58;
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5.Version

Version Author Date Content modification

V1.0 Chace.cao 2017/06/15 Create document

V1.1 Chace.cao 2017/08/18 Updata the library
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